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L E VE L CH A RT

PHONICS

TOP PHONICS

PHONICS
Student Book

Top Phonics is an easy-to-use five-level phonics series developed
for young learners of English. Starting in Top Phonics Book 1,
students will learn to recognize and say the letters of the English
alphabet. By the end of Book 5, students will be able to read and
write words and phrases. The five levels of Top Phonics provide
a guided, step-by-step presentation of single-letter sounds and
vowel and consonant combinations. Top Phonics allows learners
to develop their English skills in an engaging, systematic, and
effective manner.

Features
•	5 charming characters who appear throughout all five books
•	Entertaining chants and songs to provide listening and
pronunciation practice
• Fun stories to develop reading skills
•	Engaging activities to build reading, listening, and writing skills
beyond rote practice
•	Strategic introduction of sight words to increase reading fluency
• Enjoyable review activities at the end of each book

[ New Letters and Sounds ]
Introduction to target sounds and words
with chants, writing practice, and tracing
practice

[ New Words ]
Understanding the letter-sound relationship
and vocabulary building

[ Further Practice & On My Own ]
Reinforcing newly acquired knowledge and
reviewing words and sounds from earlier units

[ On My Own & Story & Wrap-Up ]
Reading and decoding and a fun song based
on the story page

Components
 Student Books with Hybrid CDs
- Top Phonics 1 Single-Letter Sounds
- Top Phonics 2 Short Vowel Sounds
- Top Phonics 3 Long Vowel Sounds
- Top Phonics 4 Double-Letter Consonant Sounds
- Top Phonics 5 Double-Letter Vowel Sounds
 Workbooks 1-5
www.seed-learning.com/TP

Downloadable Resources:

Top Phonics 6

Free Online Program
		

MP3 Files

Answer
Keys

Tests

Flashcards

Meet the Top Phonics Kids!
Five young children are the main characters of the
series. These fun characters appear in each unit and
throughout the series. Students will be able to identify
with the interests and hobbies of these characters as
they encounter them in various situations in the books.

2

Top Phonics Readers 1-5

(See pp.36~37)

Board
Game

PPT

Teacher’s Worksheets
Guides

•
•
•
•

MP3 CD included
QR codes link to online videos
8 bonus story cards
Workbook (sold separately)

Top Phonics 6 is an easy to use review of the essential
sounds of English, ideal for young learners who can
already recognize and pronounce single letter sounds
with confidence. Top Phonics 6 covers a variety of
sounds that are introduced in Top Phonics 2, 3, 4, and 5.

• Audio CD included
• 4 stories per book

Top Phonics Readers is a 5-book series developed
for young learners who are already familiar with the
English alphabet. Top Phonics Readers can be used as a
stand-alone reading series, or as a supplement to Seed
Learning’s Top Phonics textbook series.

3

COURSE BOOKS

TOP KIDS

COURSE BOOKS
Student Book

Top Kids is a six-level course for young English language learners.
This engaging and instructive course incorporates a systematic
double-strand approach to introduce vocabulary and grammar
within thematic units graded over six levels.
The double-strand approach to building vocabulary and
grammar skills of learners is key to the course. English language
learners need to acquire vocabulary in order to comprehend
English and participate in classroom discussions, and as well, it
is key to reading comprehension. In addition, grammar is central
to the teaching and learning of languages as it is the foundation
of language.
Top Kids prepares young learners to be able to understand and
communicate well in English on a variety of subjects.

Introduction to target words and
language patterns through engaging
illustrations and simple text.

Presentation of additional target
words for the unit along with
speaking focused activities.

Features
•	Engaging characters with whom students will identify as they study
•	Functional dialogs to demonstrate effective social behavior for
children
•	Expansion activities for collaborative and communicative practice
•	Graded passages for extensive reading practice

Components

www.seed-learning.com/TK
Free Online Program
		

(See pp.36~37)

 Student Books with MP3 CDs
- Top Kids 1 An Introduction to English
- Top Kids 2 Second Steps in English
- Top Kids 3 Personalizing English
- Top Kids 4 Active English
- Top Kids 5 Growing with English
- Top Kids 6 Sharing in English

Value and citizenship lessons are presented through the
series characters. Lessons wrap up with phonics reviews for
the lower levels and reading practice for the higher levels.

EXPANSION ACTIVITIES

 Workbooks 1-6
Downloadable Resources:

MP3 Files

Answer
Keys

Word Lists

Tests

Syllabuses

PPT

Teacher’s Flashcards
Guides

Odd unit expansion pages present practical
classroom language activities along with
review of target vocabulary from the unit.

4

Even unit expansion pages include fiction
and nonfiction passages for reading fluency
development through extensive reading practice.

5

READING

Very Eas y Fun Reading 1

Audio CD

Level: Beginning

Easy
Liana Robinson

Easy Fun Reading is a three-level series devised for emergent
students of English who are beginning to move from the
learning-to-read stage into the reading-to-learn stage. Easy
Fun Reading is designed to set a foundation in reading in order
to prepare students for future study of academic material in
English. The series also utilizes a four-strand approach that
provides the framework for students to practice receptive and
productive skills alongside focused language study and fluency
practice.

1

Liana Robinson

15-20 words

Easy

Very Eas y Fun Reading 3

Very Eas y Fun Reading 2

Audio CD

Liana Robinson

EASY
FUN READING

Features
Audio CD

Easy
Liana Robinson

2

3

Liana Robinson

Liana Robinson

20-25 words

25-35 words

www.seed-learning.com/EFR

Student Book
New Words
Reading

Lists key vocabulary along
with illustrations that
provide visual definitions
for the words. An audio
recording of the words is
provided on the CD.

Presents a simple, fun
original passage using
grammar structures
and vocabulary easy for
beginner students. An
audio recording of each
passage is provided on
the CD.

Word Watch
Presents a quick
seek-and-find word
recognition activity to
focus students on highfrequency words found
in the passage.

Say It

•	Graded reading passages
• Word recognition activities to stimulate reading fluency
•	High-frequency sentence patterns to highlight useful grammatical
structures
•	Review units with activities and games to reinforce vocabulary
acquisition
•	Fun illustrations and images that aid in comprehension and
retention
•	Pull-out full-color workbook included
Downloadable Resources:

Free Online Program
		

READING

Practices speaking and
reading comprehension
while reinforcing key
sentence structures.
Here, students match
written information
with images selected to
review the unit’s new
words.

Check It
Includes two to three
reading comprehension
questions related to the
unit’s reading passage.

Learn It
Reinforces the unit’s
target vocabulary
through visual
recognition and written
practice.

Know It
Practices listening
comprehension by
having students match
aural information with
images selected to
review the unit’s target
vocabulary and key
concepts.

(See pp.36~37)

MP3 Files

Answer
Keys

Word Lists

Tests

Syllabuses

PPT

Workbook
Workbook
Provides extra vocabulary
reinforcement, reading fluency drills,
and basic writing practice that can be
completed as homework.

6
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READING

FUN READING

READING
Student Book

Level: High-Beginning
Eas y Fun Reading 1

Audio CD

Casey Malarcher

Fun Reading is a three-level series designed for elementary
students of English who are moving from the learning-toread stage into the reading-to-learn stage. Fun Reading
incorporates short and simple fiction and non-fiction texts to
support students in developing fundamental readings skills
required for future study of academic material in English.
Strict vocabulary control of all passages and activities allows
students to gradually accumulate new vocabulary while
practicing learned items from previous units.

1

Casey Malarcher

Features
35-45 words

Casey Malarcher

Audio CD

Eas y Fun Reading 3

Eas y Fun Reading 2

Audio CD

Casey Malarcher

2

3

Casey Malarcher

Casey Malarcher

45-55 words

55-65 words

www.seed-learning.com/FR
Free Online Program
		

(See pp.36~37)

•	Graded fiction and non-fiction reading passages
•	Pre-reading questions to stimulate interest and background
knowledge
•	Fun seek-and-find questions that ask students to carefully consider
illustrations and photos
•	Review units with activities and games to reinforce vocabulary
acquisition
• Pull-out full-color workbook included

Words to Know

Warm Up

Lists key vocabulary
along with illustrations
that provide visual
definitions for the words.

Uses a key question
to stimulate students’
interest in the unit topic.

Reading

Presents a quick seekand-find activity to focus
students on details of the
unit’s main illustration or
photo.

Presents a simple, fun,
original story using
grammar structures and
vocabulary familiar to
high-beginning students.
An audio recording of
each passage is provided
on the CD.

After Reading

Practice It

Reading Comprehension
Includes three
comprehension
questions related to the
unit’s reading passage.

Listening
Practices listening
comprehension by
having students match
aural information with
images selected to
review the unit’s target
vocabulary.

Find It!

Downloadable Resources:

MP3 Files

Answer
Keys

Word Lists

Tests

Syllabuses

PPT

Summarizing
Reinforces the unit’s
target vocabulary
and passage content
through various types of
summary activities.

Vocabulary Consolidation
Highlights the target
vocabulary of the unit
along with previously
studied vocabulary items
within the series.

Workbook

Provides extra vocabulary reinforcement,
reading fluency drills, and basic writing
practice that can be completed as
homework.
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READING

Audio CD

Lia

na

R

Liana Robinson

n
nso

25-35 words
Audio CD

Audio CD

2

3

Non
er
fction
Reading Build

Non
er
fction
Reading Build

aR
ob

on

Lia n

ins

on

Lia

na

R

Liana Robinson

Liana Robinson

ob

ins

35-45 words

Student Book

45-55 words

Sight Words

Key Words
Two, Four, Six, More!

Unit

Provides a visual
dictionary for the four
key vocabulary words.
An audio recording of
the words is provided on
the CD.

Easy Fun Facts is a three-level series designed for elementary
students of English who are being taught comprehension
skills in the reading-to-learn stage. Easy Fun Facts exclusively
focuses on nonfiction texts to equip students for future study
of academic material in English. The series also utilizes a fourstrand approach that sets a foundation for students to practice
receptive and productive skills alongside focused language
study and fluency practice.

Non
er
fction
Reading Build

i

READING

Level: Beginning

1

ob

EASY
FUN FACTS

9

Track 18

four

Highlights three sight
words that appear in the
unit’s passage.

Some animals have four legs.

How many legs do you have?

Cats and dogs have four legs.

Key Words

Some animals have six legs.
Bugs like ants have six legs.
Spiders have eight legs.
Crabs have ten legs.

animals

Reading

But worms have none!



Uses a key question
to stimulate students’
interest in the unit topic.

Check It

Check the crab’s legs.

ant

Think

crab

none
40

41

Presents an easy, fun
original passage using
grammar structures and
vocabulary designed for
entry-level students. An
audio recording of each
passage is provided on
the CD.

Features

Check It

•	Graded nonfiction reading passages that are informative and
accessible for entry-level students
•	Pre-reading questions to stimulate interest and background
knowledge
•	Sight word practice to increase recognition and reading fluency
•	Quick tasks to practice scanning skills with each passage
•	Review units with activities and games to reinforce vocabulary
acquisition
•	Pull-out full-color workbook included

Asks students to scan the passage and/or image
to find key points in preparation for answering
reading comprehension questions on the next
page of the unit.

Read and Answer
Match and Write

Includes three
comprehension
questions related to the
unit’s reading passage.

Read and Answer

Match and Write

Read and choose the correct answers.
1 This reading is about

b. arms

2 Some

have four legs.

Answer
Keys

Word Lists

Tests

Syllabuses

Some

have

2

Bugs like

3 Bugs like

b. ants

have

PPT

But

4

•

• b

•

• c

•

• d

legs.

legs.

!

have

legs.

Show and Tell

Check () the correct pictures.

a

• a

have six legs.

Say and Choose

Reinforces the unit’s
target vocabulary
through an oral practice
and visual recognition
activity.

have

•

b.

1 none

MP3 Files

1

3

Say and Choose

Highlights the target
vocabulary of the unit
along with key grammar
structures for focused
language practice.

Read, match, and write.

.

a. legs

a.

www.seed-learning.com/EFF
(See pp.36~37)

legs

Poor worms.

Downloadable Resources:

Free Online Program

but

Think

a. worms

		

Sight
Words

Track 19

Talk about how many legs.
2 animals
a

b

a

4

b

b

6

c

8

d

Show and Tell

Draw your idea.

1

3 ant
a

How many legs does a cat have?

4 crab
a

b

2

b

3

42

It has 4 legs. How about you?

I have 2 legs.

43

Supports basic speaking
practice through simple
substitution drills with a
partner.

Workbook
Unit

9

Workbook

Two, Four, Six, More!

Reading Fluency
Check () the correct answers.
1

Word Review

a Bugs like ants have eight legs.
b Bugs like ants have six legs.

Match and say.
1

artist

2

museum

4

2

b A worm has ten legs.

5

crab
none

3

Provides extra vocabulary
reinforcement, reading fluency drills,
and basic writing practice that can be
completed as homework.

a A worm has no legs.

ant

6

Wrap Up
Unscramble and write.

animals

1 four legs. / Cats and dogs / have

Writing Practice
2 animals have / six legs. / Some

Read and write.
1 Some
2 Bugs like
3
4 But worms have

20

10

have four legs.
have six legs.
have ten legs.

3 have none! / Poor worms. / But worms

How many legs does a spider have?
!

21

11

READING

FUN FACTS

READING
Student Book

Level: High-Beginning

Key Structures

Easy Fun Facts 1

Audio CD

Fun Facts is a three-level series designed for elementary students
of English who are seeking to develop their comprehension skills
in the reading-to-learn stage. Fun Facts exclusively focuses
on nonfiction texts to prepare students for future study of
academic material in English. The series also utilizes a fourstrand approach that sets a foundation for students to practice
receptive and productive skills alongside focused language
study and fluency practice.

1

ch

er

Ca s

ey

Ma

Re
adi
ng for
Nonfction

la r

Audio CD

Easy Fun Facts

Easy Fun Facts

Audio CD

3

2

2

3
Re
adi
ng for
Nonfction

er

la r

c

Ca s

60-65 words

•	Graded nonfiction reading passages that are informative and
accessible for high-beginning students
•	Pre-reading questions to stimulate interest and background
knowledge
• Key Structure notes to highlight useful grammatical structures
• Check It tasks to practice scanning skills with each passage
• Pull-out full-color workbook included

Lists key vocabulary
along with illustrations
that provide visual
definitions for the words.

Reading
Presents a simple,
interesting reading
passage using grammar
structures and vocabulary
familiar to high-beginning
students. An audio
recording of each passage
is provided on the CD.

Think
Uses a key question
to stimulate students’
interest in the unit topic.

Downloadable Resources:

65-75 words
MP3 Files

www.seed-learning.com/FF
Free Online Program
		

(See pp.36~37)

Answer
Keys

Word Lists

Check It
Asks students to scan the passage to find key
points in preparation for answering reading
comprehension questions on the next page
of the unit.

Read and Answer

Match and Write

Includes three
comprehension
questions related to the
unit’s reading passage.

he r

ey

Ma

Ca s

ey

Ma

Re
adi
ng for
Nonfction

ch

Highlights one to three
grammatical structures
that appear in the unit’s
passage.

Features
55-60 words

la r

Key Words

Tests

Syllabuses

Reviews the target
vocabulary of the unit
along with key grammar
structures for focused
language practice.

PPT

Say and Choose
Reinforces the unit’s
target vocabulary
through an oral practice
and visual recognition
activity.

Show and Tell
Supports basic speaking
practice through simple
substitution drills with a
partner.

Workbook

Provides extra vocabulary reinforcement,
reading fluency drills, and basic writing
practice that can be completed as
homework.

12
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TIMED READING
FOR FLUENCY
Level: High-Beginning to Intermediate

READING
Student Book

Cha

READING

A

Timed Reading for Fluency is a useful series for students who want
to develop their reading fluency. Because fluency development
requires students to make the best use of what they already know,
the reading passages in this series target familiar vocabulary
and grammar. Such reading material allows students to practice
recognizing and processing texts that they read without undue
struggle while aiming toward a faster reading speed. This
series of books uses timed readings of standard lengths so that
students can track their progress throughout the course.

r
pte

B

7 Sports

Write the right word in each blank. Two (2) words will not be used.
better
rules

Match two (2) phrases with each sport.
a. play an electronic sport
d. kick and hit
g. need skill to stack quickly

electronic
socks

protect
team

ready
stack

Some people who do sports put on special 1.
or
touch their hats as they get 2.
to play. They
believe these things help them do 3.
at their
sport!

b. drive a car
c. need an engine
e. like stacking blocks
f. use a computer
h. learn skills to protect yourself

Chapter

All sports have 4.
that players must follow,
whether the player does the sport alone or on a
5.
. The rules are there to 6.
all of the
players.

C



●



●



Answer these questions. Then ask your classmates. Can you find another person
who has the same answers as you?
Name of other student
1. A boring sport to watch is

.

2. A team sport that I sometimes enjoy is
1. Racing:

.

3. I don’t know the rules of

2. Taekwondo:

.

4. A fun electronic game I have played is

.

D Find the right word in the box to add to the given words. Write the sports phrases
below.

blocks

book

captain

engine

racing

socks

1. car

3. horse

5. rule

2. soccer

4. stacking

6. team

Proper Nouns to Know
3. Cup Stacking:

Study these words that you will find in the readings for this chapter.

4. Gaming:

France
Chapter 7: Sports

79

80

Korea

Each book consists of eight themes
(chapters); each chapter consists of five
passages.

●

University of California, Irvine

Chapter 7: Sports

Introductory pages expose students to
concepts and key vocabulary found in the
chapter.
At the end of the introductory pages, students
can find a list of proper nouns appearing in
the chapter’s passages.

Reading Comprehension

Features

www.seed-learning.com/TRFF

–	Timed Reading for Fluency 1: 200 word passages with 800 headwords
–	Timed Reading for Fluency 2: 275 word passages with 1100 headwords
–	Timed Reading for Fluency 3: 350 word passages with 1500 headwords
–	Timed Reading for Fluency 4: 400 word passages with 2000 headwords

•	Thematically organized chapters that help students focus on
subject-specific content and language
•	Chapter preview pages to familiarize students with key vocabulary
and proper nouns found in the chapter’s reading passages
•	Reading speed charts at the back of each book for students to
record their comprehension question score and reading speed for
each passage
• Audio recordings of all passages for supplementary listening
• Downloadable answer key
Downloadable Resources:

MP3 Files

Answer
Keys

Reading
Passages always appear on
right facing pages so that
students can focus on reading
without the distraction of
other related texts.

1. This reading is about:
a. how dangerous car racing is.
b. a sport that uses cars.
c. building a race car.
2. The writer says that:
a. racing on the streets is dangerous.
b. racing on a closed track is not popular.
c. racing cars is an expensive sport.
3. The first race cars only went:

People used to race cars on the roads from town to town. Car races started in the 1890s,

Each passages is followed by
a place to record time spent
reading. These times can be
charted in the Speed Reading
Chart at the back of the book.

a. about 24 km/h.
b. about 375 km/h.
c. about 4 km/h.

and the first car race was in France. After that, people began to race their cars in other
places, too. Racing cars on the road was very dangerous. People soon created closed tracks
5

so cars could race there without any problems. The first race cars were not very fast. They

4. Which of the following is NOT part of the fastest race cars?

only went about 24 km/h. But some cars today can go as fast as 375 km/h.

a. A seat
b. Windows
c. Tires

The fastest cars are special kinds of race cars. They have only one seat, large tires, and
no windows. The engine for the car is behind the driver, and the racing team has to build
the car by themselves.
10

5. In order to race, a driver must:

These cars race very fast. Many cars have their tires changed two or three times

a. be in good health for a race.
b. not drink water before or during a race.
c. drive with another person in the car.

during the race. Drivers need to be strong and in good health to race, so they must
exercise. They drink a lot of water before they race because the cars get very hot. Drivers
can lose about 4 kg of water during a race.

Score

Word Count 200 words

Extra Practice: Vocabulary
Time

Circle True or False for each sentence.

Word Count
All passages in a book are
written to a standard length
to facilitate analysis of one’s
reading speed.

Reading 31: Start Your Engines!

81

82

1. The first car race was in Germany.

True

False

2. The first cars went less than 30 km/h.

True

False

3. Today, cars can race at over 300 km/h.

True

False

4. The fastest race cars have no seats or windows.

True

False

5. Today, race cars only need to change their tires after races.

True

False

Chapter 7: Sports

Extra Practice
An additional activity
targeting useful vocabulary
items encountered in the
lesson’s reading passage
follows each passage’s set of
comprehension questions.

Word Lists

Reading Speed Chart
Reading Speed Chart

wpm
266

50s

240

55s

218

1m

200

1m 5s

185

1m 10s

171

1m 15s

160

1m 20s

150

1m 25s

141

1m 30s

14

Comprehension Questions

Motorsports are full of fast cars and fun! The sport of racing cars has a long history.

Time

Paul Nation

g

Start Your Engines!

45s

Professor of Global
English Education

din

31

Circle the right answer.

Time

Write your score for each reading passage at the bottom of the chart. Then put an X in one of the
boxes above the reading passage number to mark your time for each passage. Look on the right
side of the chart to find your reading speed for each reading passage.

Reading at a reasonable speed, or
reading fluently, is an important goal
for second language learners. This series
of books uses timed readings. Students
should aim to increase their speed until
it gets close to 250 words per minute.

Comprehension questions always appear on
left facing pages so that students can check
how much they understood from their reading
without looking at the passage.

Rea

•	Reading texts developed within controlled vocabulary and
grammar guidelines

133

1m 35s

126

1m 40s

120

1m 45s

114

1m 50s

109

1m 55s

104

2m

100

2m 5s

96

2m 10s

92

2m 15s

89

2m 20s

85

2m 25s

83

2m 30s
Reading
Score

112

80
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19 20

Students should target a reading speed of 250 wpm
(words per minute). By charting their reading speed for
different passages using the charts at the back of each
book, students can better understand how well they
read at present and how much they need to improve.
The four levels of Timed Reading for Fluency can
provide effective practice for students at any level.

• Minimal suggested reading speeds for various tests:
IELTS®

150 wpm

TOEFL®

200 wpm

15

READING FOR THE
ACADEMIC WORLD

READING
Student Book

Three questions
prepare students for
the unit reading by
asking them to think
about their experiences
or opinions in
connection with the
topic of the unit’s
passage.

Reading for the Academic World is a three-book series designed
for students who are seeking to develop their academic reading
skills with particular focus on passages that incorporate items
from the Academic Word List. Reading for the Academic World
provides students with a range of informative texts from various
academic fields including history, natural science, literature,
social issue, psychology, business, linguistics, and more. All
passages in the series are supported with activities to provide
opportunities for students to practice comprehension of input,
refinement of output, fluency with current skills, and languagefocused learning.

uage

Lang

Topic at a Glance

30

Most students are required to study some kind of foreign language in high school. As students get
older, they often choose to continue their studies or even choose to study additional languages. Individuals
and school programs follow a wide variety of ways to teach foreign languages. Have any of these ways to
learn proven to be better than others? A number of factors can affect how well one way to learn works over
another, but there are a few language learning principles that can certainly help just about any student.

Pre-reading Questions

35

Think about the following questions.
1. What other language would you like to be able to speak?
2. What do you find difficult about learning English?
3. What advice would you give to someone beginning to learn another language?

There are four principles that are useful to follow when you learn a foreign language.
Work out what your needs are and learn what is most useful for you
Balance your learning
Apply conditions and techniques that help learning
Principle 4 Keep motivated and work hard
Principle 1
Principle 2
Principle 3

5

Vocabulary Preview
Write the word that matches the definition.
analysis
motivated
goal

focused
output
item

graded
principle
role

input
involve
technique

1. a basic truth or guiding rule

10

n.

2. directed at seeing one part or a certain part

adj.

3. something put in for use or analysis

15

n.

4. working hard because of a strong desire or clear reason

adj.

5. arranged in levels, grades, or ordered positions

adj.

6. the end result that one seeks to reach

n.

7. one part or unit of a list or group

n.

8. something made or given out as a result

n.

9. the expected or assigned duty of something

n.

10. to require for use; to include as a necessary part

v.

11. the method used to perform a task

n.

12. the study of something’s parts to understand how the parts relate

n.

20

1
2

9

10

Needs
Part of deciding what you need to learn involves needs
analysis. You need to be clear why you are learning the
language. If speaking the language is your main goal, you
need to get some help on pronouncing the language early in
your study of the language. If reading is your main goal, study
vocabulary1 and read a lot. Choose books that are the right level for you, particularly books
or stories that have some but not too many unknown words for you.
Balancing learning
You need to spend equal amounts of time on each of four kinds of practice:
1 learning from meaning-focused input (listening and reading)
2 learning from meaning-focused output (speaking and writing)
3 language-focused learning (studying pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar etc)
4 fluency2 development (getting good at using what you already know)

45

50

Hard work
Learning a language involves a lot of work and even the
most skilled language learners must devote time and energy
to learning a language. Be prepared to work hard, practice
55
regularly and keep your motivation high by
noting your successes in using the language
and in increasing your language knowledge.
Set regular weekly goals for words to learn,
pages to read, and minutes to spend doing
60
listening. Keep a record of what you do so you
can see your progress.

Techniques and conditions
There are some very useful language learning techniques that you should use and
you need to understand how to use these techniques well and in the right balance. These
techniques include extensive3 reading, using word cards, speed reading, prepared talks,
and extensive listening.

vocabulary (n.) — all the words one knows
fluency (n.) — ease of ability in a skill such as speaking, writing, etc.
extensive (adj.) — wide; broad

4

Language

repetition (n.) — doing the same thing again

Unit 1: Not Just One Way

Readings

Twelve words from the Academic Word
List are highlighted in each passage of the
series. Simple definitions reflecting usage of
the words in the unit’s passage are provided
in a pre-reading activity.

Before each unit’s
passage, students will
read a short paragraph
commenting on the
focus of the reading.

The three levels in the series present
informative academic passages of
600, 700, or 800 words. Footnotes
for each passage provide additional
vocabulary support for students.

Reading Comprehension

Language Focus

Multiple-choice questions
after each passage focus on
common question types for
tests of English reading.

A particular grammar structure
found in the reading passage is
reviewed and practiced in each
unit.

Downloadable Resources:

choosing the type of language practice that is the most important for you.
spreading learning across the four skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing.
giving equal time to each of four types of language learning practices.
doing lots of meaning-focused learning.

2. What is included in language-focused learning?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Study of parts of the language
Doing plenty of reading
Concentrating on English
Getting good at what you already know

3. Why does extensive reading usually involve graded readers?
a. Because you should do extensive reading each day.
b. Because they include only be a small number of unknown words.
c. Because there needs to be plenty of repetition in order to remember words.
d. Because it is one of the four important language learning practices.

Word Lists

it

a.
b.
c.
d.

Un

1

Language Focus

Vocabulary Reinforcement
A. Complete the passage using the given words. Three (3) words will not be used.

Parallel structure in a sentence means that words, phrases, or clauses have the same form.
Quality is increased by recalling what you have met, making varied recalls, analyzing
language items, and giving focused attention to them.
Set regular weekly goals for words to learn, pages to read, and minutes to spend doing
listening.

analysis
graded
motivated

focused
input
output

goal
involve
techniques

Not all English teachers use the same teaching 1.
even when
they present lessons of similar content guided by the same principles of language
learning. For example, consider two teachers working with 2.
readers
in their classrooms. A key principle guiding both teachers may be connecting language
instruction with what the students already know in their first language. However, one
teacher’s technique may 3.
in-class reading practice with the teacher
in the role of providing 4.
for students. The other teacher might ask
students to read at home and then come to class ready to talk about the story. The
5.
in this case is for the teacher to listen to the students in class and
focus on key items in the 6.
spoken by students to improve their
English.

Circle the part of each sentence that is NOT parallel. Then suggest a way to revise
the sentence to give it parallel structure.
1. Learners need to master reading, writing, speaking, and to listen whether they study English,
Spanish, Japanese, or some other language.
2. Graded readers are useful for improving your reading comprehension, how fast you read,
and your vocabulary recognition.
3. Phrases are built from words, clauses are built from phrases, and phrases and clauses make
sentences.
4. Working with a native speaker can help language learners understand correct pronunciation
when speaking, how to respond when things are said, and how to act when words are not used.

4. What should you do when you want to learn phrases and sentences?
a. Study them through input, output, fluency practice, and language-focused learning
b. Use graded readers
c. Choose books that are the right level for you
d. Analyze their parts

Vocabulary Extension

Find the sentence(s) from the indicated paragraph that means the same as the given
sentence. Copy the sentence(s) from the paragraph.
1.

2.

You should think about why learning a language is important or necessary
for you when you are considering what to study.

hard understand spend
mean sound already clear
either include support until
language practice prepare
common decide record
page special quick space

Paragraph 2

Paragraph 7

After you finish studying a graded reader, try re-reading it faster.

B. Fill in the blanks with the correct phrases. Three (3) phrases will NOT be used.

The following words from the passage are divided into group by frequency that
the wor ds appear in a corpus of English.
Words Among First 750

Paraphrasing Practice

Words Among 750-1500
goal grade unit repeat
direction principle focus
foreign regular balance
condition involve role
attention increase quality
amount analyze apply
development equal least

a good technique
key principle
the printed output

Words Above 1500
analysis output vary
academy copy etc. native
otherwise progress speed
target technique pronounce
recall web arrange flash
translate

graded readers
an important role
meaning-focused input

2. Sleep plays
3. Our teacher showed us
4. You can’t buy
you can get them online.

2. Create your own set of word-study cards by writing words you don’t know on one side and
that word in your first language on the other side. Use these cards to learn the words.

5. The program gives good results, but
users to read and understand.

3. Find the words on your word cards in the reading passage for this unit. Look at the phrases
and sentences where those words appear.
Unit 1: Not Just One Way

highly motivated
for further analysis

1. All of the students in the class seemed

1. Which list has the most words you don’t know?

Language
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Vocabulary
Reinforcement

age

Langu

Reading Comprehension

12

40

If you like using a tablet or cell phone, find a good flash card program for doing your
word card learning. Or you can make small cards with the foreign word or phrase on one
side and the translation on the other.
Get a movie that you like in the foreign language and find the script for it online.
Watch parts of the movie many times while studying the script. Copy and repeat useful
phrases and sentences until you remember them and are happy with your pronunciation.
There are books specially prepared for learners of English called graded readers.
When you have read a graded reader carefully, read it again but more quickly. Do lots of
easy reading every week, at least twenty minutes each day if possible.
Try to arrange a regular speaking time with a native speaker, either face-to-face or
online. Practice useful role plays of common situations, such as saying hello and goodbye
to people, buying things in a shop, asking for help, and asking directions. Repeat these
role plays several times so they can be done fluently. Keep a list of them so they can be
practiced again and varied over several weeks.
Learn useful phrases and sentences as whole units but
also make sure you understand their parts and how they fit
together. Understanding the parts makes the whole phrase or
sentence easier to remember.
Spend some time regularly studying and practicing
pronunciation, if possible with a teacher who understands
about the sounds of the language. This is very important if
you are learning a language which uses very different sounds from your first language.
The two most important conditions supporting learning are spaced repetition4 and
the quality of attention given to items. Quality is increased by recalling what you have met,
making varied recalls, analyzing language items, and giving focused attention to them.

Topic at a Glance

1. Balancing your learning involves

16

How to Learn a Foreign Language

Vocabulary Preview

Choose the best answer.

Answer
Keys

1

3

•	Reading passages developed to target exposure and practice of
more than 500 words from the Academic Word List
•	Thematically organized paired readings covering a broad range of
academic topics
•	Comprehension activities that include question types commonly
found on standardized test of English
•	Vocabulary development activities to reinforce items presented
from the Academic Word List
•	Language extension activities to practice grammar structures and
paraphrasing
• Audio recordings of reading passages

MP3 Files

1

Not Just One Way

Unit 1: Not Just One Way

Features

www.seed-learning.com/RAW

uage

it

Level: High-Intermediate to Advanced

age

Langu

Lang

Un

Pre-Reading
Questions

Uni
t

READING

13

14

Language

Paraphrasing Practice

Vocabulary Extension

Students read sample paraphrases
to match with content from the
reading passage.

A variety of tasks help students
extend their knowledge of
academic words.

.
in studying and learning.
for memorizing words in class.
from the bookstore near the school, but

is not easy for new

Two activities reinforce
the twelve vocabulary
items highlighted
in the unit. One
activity practices
usage of the words
in a related but new
context. The second
activity focuses on
common collocations
incorporating the
target vocabulary.
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READERS

WORLD HISTORY
READERS

READERS

Interesting and Exciting Readers
about World History!

Level: High-Beginning to Intermediate
Series Editor: Rob Waring
Seed Learning’s World History Readers is a new nonfiction
series from world history. There are stories about Cleopatra,
Alexander the Great, Leonardo da Vinci, Genghis Khan, the
French Revolution, the Birth of the USA, and much more. These
are exciting stories about historical people and events which
shaped our world then, and still do today.

Features
• Informative and engaging accounts of historical figures and events
•	Extensive reading practice that allows learners to develop their
reading fluency
•	Strictly controlled vocabulary presented over the graded levels of
the series
•	Comprehension questions included in each reader to encourage
learner accountability
•	Subject-specific terms related to the reader’s topic explained

Levels

1

2

3

4

5

6

Base Vocabulary

800

1000

1250

1500

2000

2500

Word Count

600

750

900

1050

1200

1400

ERF Scale

Elementary

Intermediate

Upper-Intermediate

CEFR

A2

B1

B2

Downloadable Resources:

MP3 Files Workbooks Answer
Keys (WB)

PPT

Rob Waring Ph. D.
Seed Learning’s World History Readers develops critical
skills while giving students an opportunity to experience
and reflect on key historical events, people, and
places. With this series, students learn and understand
how past world events affect people today.

18

Casey Malarcher Ph. D.
The World History Readers series was designed to
serve a dual purpose. One purpose of the series was
to provide interesting and instructive materials for
extensive reading practice. A second, and equally
important, purpose of the series was to create a library
of general knowledge accessible to young learners.
As readers explore this library, they will expand their
real-world knowledge of historical events that are
important for students worldwide to learn.
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READERS
LEVEL 1

LEVEL 4

The Building Begins

Leonardo’s Apprenticeship

READERS

They spent a long time building

Desire for Flight

A

L

moved to Florence. He began an

flying. He watched the way birds

t the age of fourteen, Leonardo

the tall tower. Thousands of people

eonardo was fascinated with

apprenticeship with one of the most

worked long and hard every day.

flew through the air and studied

successful artists around, Verrocchio.

Clay bricks drying in
the sun

They made the bricks with mud from

how their wings moved. Leonardo

There Leonardo learned to paint

The Baptism of Christ

pictures, make sculptures, and even

the earth and dried them in the hot sun.

design buildings.

Some of Noah’s children’s children went east to a

machines similar to the airplanes
that we see today. One of his

his own. They say that Verrocchio put

Women making mud bricks in India

4 	The Pilgrim

Fathers

airplane was built.

6

1 	Alexander the Great

An Unhappy God
The tower got bigger and bigger, taller and taller, and
the people were happy. They were working together as
one people.

An artist’s
impression of a
flying machine

Leonardo’s sculpture
Horse in Bronze

9

5 	Traveling on the

Silk Road

ideas 400 years before the first

exaggeration.

A statue of
Leonardo

Mixing mud to
make bricks

8

Babel

It is amazing to think that he had these

probably an

Tower of Babel (Babylon), a famous
painting by Pieter Brueghel the
Elder created in 1563

3 	The Tower of

with a blade at the top.

again. This is

people, close to God.

2 	Leonardo da

Vinci

3 	The Neo-

Babylonian Empire

4 	The Birth of the United

States of America

5 	Life and Death

7

The Notebooks

in Ancient Egypt

The story says that one day, God came down to see

Amazing Ideas

L

L

in his notebooks. He had a strange way

an invention that would help

eonardo liked to keep all of his ideas

this tower. He was not happy. He did not like the tower.

eonardo had an idea for

of writing his notes. Instead of writing

It did not honor Him. The people

people jump from high places

normally, he wrote every word backwards,

wanted to make themselves as great

without getting injured. This

perhaps so no one could read his notes.

as God.

invention was the very first

Engineering ideas

have survived. But actually, much of what
he wrote has been lost forever. Imagine all

Light from the sky

Weapon designs

He had amazing ideas for underwater breathing equipment,
bicycles, and submarines.

the ideas he must have had!

The Tower of
Babel by Hans Bol

Leonardo’s bicycle

parachute.

Today, over 7,000 pages of his notebooks
Walls made with
mud bricks

Leonardo’s designs for wings
and flying machines

drawings even looked like a modern-day helicopter

down his brush and
never painted

They wanted to be one

Dorado

then began drawing “fixed-wing”

together, The Baptism of Christ, Verrocchio
saw that Leonardo’s skill was better than

enough to reach heaven.”

2 	Searching for El

had moving wings, just like birds. He

his teacher were working on a painting

modern-day Iraq.
Some years later, these people

History of Time

One story is that while Leonardo and

land called Shinar, sometimes said to be Babylon, in

decided to build a tower “tall

1 	Calendars and the

was convinced that with a little
help, humans could fly, too!
His first designs for flying machines

The historic city of Babylon

He even designed a robot! It was a very

Mechanical ideas

Leonardo’s robot

simple robot
compared with
those you see
today, but it
could sit down,
stand up, and move
its arms.

A painting by Tissot of
the building of the tower

Leonardo’s
parachute

A brick tower –
Narin Qal’eh, Iran
10

6 	The Invention

of Writing

7 	The Making of

a United Europe

8 	The Magic of

Numbers

9 	The Persian

Empire

10 	The Great Wall

8

11

Level 1 - 3 The Tower of Babel

6 	Life in the

of China

Roman Army

LEVEL 2

7 	The Great Plane

Race

8 	Genghis Khan

9 	Korea: A Land

10 	The Crusades

Level 4 - 2 Leonardo da Vinci

Divided by War

LEVEL 5

Large Farms

9

Attack on Pearl Harbor

Three US ships on
fire at Pearl Harbor

As societies grew, people ate better
longer. We could now grow many
A healthy meal, China

he Japanese went to war with China in 1937.

They wanted greater control of imports, exports,

farms. They made the small farms into very large farms

different kinds of foods and eat a
wider variety of things.

T

Over time, rich farmers bought out small, family-run

and got healthier. People lived

and important resources such as

so they could grow food more effectively. This meant

coal and oil. However, the United

they needed fewer people to grow their food.

States disapproved of Japan’s war

The problem was that this was also hard work, and we

with China.

could only grow food for ourselves.

The Japanese were worried that the
US poster in
support of
China during
World War II

Baskets of spices

American
World War II
poster

United States would attack them. Japan knew
that having a powerful navy was essential to
winning the war because the Pacific region is

dominated by ocean. So they attacked the US ships at Pearl
A tobacco farm, USA

A sheep farm, UK

Harbor. The Japanese believed that this would protect them

Early in the morning on December 7,
1941, Japanese planes surprised the
Americans. Bombs fell on the ships.
Soon ships burned and smoke filled the
air. More than 2,000 people were killed,

Japanese crew wave to
planes about to
attack Pearl Harbor

and 19 ships were destroyed or damaged. The next day,
America declared war on Japan.

from the US Navy for some time.

The Japanese made an error. Most of
the US aircraft carriers that could
carry fighter planes and bombers

A computer
generated image of
a Japanese aircraft
carrier and fighter
planes
A Maasai woman feeding her cows
8

1 	The Ottomans and

Their Empire

2 	The War Between

the States

3 	The Industrial

Revolution

4 	The Agricultural

Revolution

the attack. So the US joined the war

9

5 	Wars in the

1 	The Story of the

Renaissance

2 	The Great

Plague

3 	The Mughal

Empire

4 	Popes and Kings in

the Middle Ages

5 	Tutankhamun

11

The Battle of Midway

A submarine firing a torpedo

S

The Industrial Revolution

ix months after Pearl Harbor, the

Japanese still hoped to destroy the US

was a time in history when we

aircraft carriers. In June 1942, the Battle

learned to make machines that

of Midway began.

could do work for us.

The Japanese planned to invade Midway,

Putting seeds in the ground

A Japanese ship after
having been bombed
by the US during the
Battle of Midway

However, the US armed forces were able

We made machines to plow the

as rice and the high-energy potato

fields, or to drop seeds to grow crops like potatoes,

base. Midway Atoll is part of the Hawaiian Islands. The

knew about the plans. Instead, they were

wheat, or maize.

Japanese knew these islands were important because they

the ones who surprised the Japanese fleet, which could not

which allowed us to get the nutrition

to grow the crops. People could also sell much of what
they grew in towns and markets.

capture it, and use it as their own military

were in the center of the Pacific Ocean. Japan

We made machines to build roads to carry our goods to

wanted to tempt the American fleet into

the towns. We moved water from rivers to farmland, so

a trap. They spread their fleet out into

we could grow more crops.

groups so that the Americans would not

This meant people had more free time to work on other

find out how many there were.

to listen to the Japanese messages. They

link up and help each other because they were spread out.
Over three days, US planes bombed Japanese ships. Bombs
from under the water, called torpedoes, also struck the
Japanese fleet. By the end of the battle, the US had claimed
a great victory. The US succeeded in

things, or they could move to towns
led to the Industrial Revolution.

The Japanese also lost many planes and

10

Then and Now

Empire

of Communism

9 	The History of

Printing

10 	The Vikings and

12

Level 2 - 4 The Agricultural Revolution

6 	The Story of the

Reformation

7 	The Medical

Revolution

8 	Decisive Battles

of World War II

9 	China: The New

Superpower

10 	The Great

Level 5 - 8 Decisive Battles of World War II

LEVEL 6

The Women’s March to Versailles

13

Depression

The End of the Qin Dynasty

T

were hungry. Many of them, along with some men, marched
to Versailles. They shouted against the monarchy, walking
through the rain and shouting, “Bread! Bread!” They carried
sticks and guns. They marched for nearly 20 km.
The view from
inside Versailles

The Army of Terracotta Warriors

T

I

not an emperor because he could not

terracotta warriors by accident. While

he next Qin ruler was just a king,

he women of Paris were unhappy because their families

The people were very angry with the queen. There was a

important airplane engineers. From then
on, the US fleets dominated the seas in the
Pacific Ocean.

11

Erik the Red

LEVEL 3

which had taken years to manufacture.

A Japanese plane
shot down

The Pacific Ocean,
showing Midway
Atoll in the center of
the map

Plowing a field,
Bagan, Myanmar

A farmer in Myanmar

8 	The Rise and Fall

sinking four Japanese aircraft carriers

US planes attack
a Japanese ship during
the Battle of Midway.

and cities to look for work. This

7 	The Neo-Assyrian

Smoke rising from
Midway Atoll at the
start of the battle

New foods were introduced such

we needed. Plus, people didn’t have to work so hard

6 	The British Empire,

able to fight.

10

The Industrial Revolution

A potato crop

Middle East

A fruit market,
Zanzibar, Africa

were not in Pearl Harbor during
with its most important ships still
The USS Arizona on fire

A large wheat farm, Australia

n 1974, farmers uncovered the famous

control the empire. His name was

digging a well, they found a life-size clay

Ziying, and he ruled for only 46 days.

soldier ready for battle.

The rebellion continued, and a

Today, around 2 million people visit

rebel general, Xiang Yu, destroyed

the warriors every year. Along with

rumor that has become famous. When someone said the

Xianyang and killed Ziying and his

warriors, there are statues of horses,

people didn’t have bread, Marie Antoinette said, “Let them

Marie Antoinette came out to speak to the crowd. The

family. When Xiang Yu destroyed

birds, musicians, weapons, and even

eat cake!” She did not understand that the people were

people screamed at her and pointed their weapons at her.

Xianyang, he burned the imperial

carriages.

hungry.

The rebel General Xiang Yu

One of the warriors

libraries. These libraries had the last two copies of all the

Then the king came out to talk to the

Women march
to Versailles

The famous terracotta warriors

books that the first emperor had burned.

people. He said that he would give
them all the bread in Versailles. He

Historians also wrote that this general ruined the fabulous

also said that he and the queen would

tomb of the first emperor.

come back to Paris.

The destruction of Xianyang and the
burning of the imperial libraries

The next day, the king and the queen
were arrested. They became prisoners
of the new parliament.
King Louis XVI was arrested.

Attack on the Palais des
Tuileries, August 1792

1 	Space Exploration

2 	The Spanish Conquest

of the Americas

3 	Cleopatra

4 	The French

Revolution

5 	Benjamin

Franklin
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13

The Guillotine

A New World

T

2 	Communication

Technology

3 	The First

Democracies

4 	The Cold War

5 	Global Trade

and Peace

king and queen might try to stop

The guillotine in action

a new machine called the guillotine.
The guillotine was designed to kill people quickly and
without error.
One of the first people to
face the guillotine was

15

The Mystery of the First Emperor’s Tomb

Good People and Bad People in History

W

W

people were treated equally. They wanted to build a new

Huang’s fabulous tomb? When Xiang

remember that history is made by humans,

and better world.

Yu “ruined” it, did he take all the

hat about the rest of Qin Shi

he new parliament changed many laws to make sure

them changing France. So they did

Marie Antoinette on
the guillotine

1 	World War I

T

he new parliament thought the

something very extreme. They built

14

gold, silver, and jewels out?

hen we think about history, we must

The tomb of Qin Shi Huang,
the first emperor of China

The government even changed the calendar. 1793 was
Thanks to the lucky find of the farmers, we know where

named Year One. The next year was Year Two and so on.
They also changed the names of the months and days.
They used the new calendar for twelve years before
returning to the one we use today.
A French calendar showing
old (vieux) and new
(nouvelle) months and days.

the king. A huge crowd
gathered to see it. The king

and no person is all good or all bad. We must
also remember that people will do terrible
things for power.

Qin Shi Huang’s tomb is. We can easily see the outside of it.

When we enjoy visits to places to see

However, scientists have not opened the tomb because they

the Great Wall of China or the army of

do not want to damage anything inside. For this reason, the

terracotta warriors, we should remember the death and

question remains. What is inside?

suffering that made these great cultural treasures.

Scientists have found mercury in the earth around the tomb.

By studying good and bad people in history, we can learn

Maybe the rivers of mercury are there. Maybe scientists will

forgave the people as he

better ways to treat people. We can

open the tomb and find a ceiling of stars and planets made

stood next to the guillotine.

A terracotta warrior
and his horse

also learn better ways to live and

of gold and jewels!

behave.

The blade came down and
Scientists do not want to damage
anything inside the tomb.

cut off his head!
Many hundreds of people
died the same way including Marie Antoinette.

There are many things we
can learn from history.

The new banknotes
showing the revolution

The Great Wall
14

6 	Galileo Galilei

20

7 	The Battle of

Salamis

8 	Tea and Wars

9 	Christopher

Columbus

10 	The Trojan War

16

15

Level 3 - 4 The French Revolution

6 	Greek Culture

7 	Napoleon

8 	The History of

Transportation

9 	Capitalism:

Good or Evil?

10 	China’s First Empire:

The Qin Dynasty

17

Level 6 - 10 China’s First Empire: The Qin
Dynasty
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READERS

FUTURE JOBS
READERS
Level: High-Beginning

READERS

Exciting new career fields predicted to have
high growth potential in the coming decades!

Series Editor: Casey Malarcher
Seed Learning’s Future Jobs Readers is a new nonfiction series
that explores exciting new careers that may soon become
available to young people today. The series explains the type
of work these careers will entail along with the kind of study
and experience they require. Many of the careers that the series
focuses on relate to developing technologies with applications
in many different fields. In particular, the series aims to spark
the interest of readers in considering the study of STEM-related
subject areas that can open up new horizons for the next
generation in the workplace.

Features
•	Provide informative descriptions of what people do in various
careers along with basic requirements for entering certain fields
•	Allow learners to develop their reading fluency through extensive
reading practice
•	Present strictly controlled vocabulary over the graded levels of the
series
•	Include comprehension questions in each reader to encourage
learner accountability
•	Highlight both subject-specific and level-appropriate terms in
succinct glossary pages
•	Suggest additional topics for students to research and discuss on
“Teachers’ Notes” pages
Downloadable Resources:

MP3 Files Workbooks Answer
Keys (WB)

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

1 Robotics Engineers

1 Computer Intelligence Engineers

2 App Developers

2 Drone Explorers

3 Medical Scientists

3 Cyber Technology Experts

4 Asset Managers

4 Wearable Technology Creators

5 Social Media Managers

5 Technology Market Managers

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

1 Digital Modelers

1 Database Administrators

2 Data Miners

2 Intellectual Rights Lawyers

3 Space Pilots

3 Nanotechnology Research Scientists

4 Water Harvesters

4 Agricultural Engineers

5 Genetic Counselors

5 Quantum Computer Scientists

Levels

1

2

3

4

Base Vocabulary

700

1000

1400

1800

Word Count

700

800

1000

1200

ERF Scale

Elementary

Intermediate

CEFR

A2

B1

“The future of the economy is in STEM. That’s where the jobs of tomorrow will be.”
James Brown (Executive Director of the STEM Education Coalition in Washington, D.C. )
Data from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) support that assertion. Employment in occupations
related to STEM—science, technology, engineering, and mathematics—is projected to grow to
more than 9 million by 2022 [in the US alone]...Overall, STEM occupations are projected to grow
faster than the average for all occupations.
from “STEM 101: Intro to Tomorrow’s Jobs” US Bureau of Labor Statistics

Learn more about some of the most promising careers of
the future through Seed Learning’s Future Jobs Readers!
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GRAMMAR

HAPPY GRAMMAR

GRAMMAR
Student Book
U

Level: Beginning to Low-Intermediate
Lesson 1

on 1

Less

Nouns (singular)

Target

Nouns are words for people, places, animals, and things.

Things

Look and write.

1

People
1

Gives a short explanation of the
grammar objective in clear, concise
language. Then provides a visual
representation of the grammar
concept with interactive practice.

2

3

5

6

2

3

5

6

bag

3

boy

desk

father

pencil

mother

pencil
4

shirt

family

girl
4

5

6

1

2

3

toy

family
teacher

Animals

Places

1

city

bear

farm

bird

house

cat

park

park

4

5

cat

dog

6

school

pig

store

tiger

4

2

1

nit

3

Exercises

on 2

Less

Articles

Lesson 2

A Look and circle.
2

3

Target

Features

Articles are a, an, and the. Articles go before nouns.

Look and write.

an / the
tall girl

• Indefinite articles (a, an) tell about any nouns:
a boy a city a toy

Easy-to-follow lessons organized by how students naturally learn
Clear explanations with useful illustrations and realistic examples
High-frequency vocabulary and sentence patterns
A wide variety of exercises that make learning fun
Review sections and exams included
Pull-out workbook included

5

• If a noun starts with a, e, i, o, u, then use an:
an apple an owl an eraser
• Definite articles (the) tell about a specific noun:
the sun the moon the tall girl

a / an
bird
6

a house

an / a
orange

• Do not use articles before a name.
the smart girl

an Angela

a city

the big city

the Hong Kong

an alligator

the hungry alligator

a Minho

an egg

the blue egg

the France

a / an
elephant

7

an / the
old ball

8

a / the
yellow store

a / an
artist

B Write a, an, the, or —.

the yellow house

a girl

a / the
moon

The first book in the series
uses two pages to provide
an interactive practice
platform where students
can actively learn the
grammar concept. Later
books condense this down
to one page and give more
practice exercises.

Lesson 2

4

Grammar

www.seed-learning.com/HG

2

apple

1

•
•
•
•
•
•

Lesson 1

Grammar

Grammar Target

U

Happy Grammar is a four-level series designed for emergent
students of English, and it focuses on fundamental grammar
structures. The books explain elementary grammar theories
with helpful illustrations and photographs. The aim of the
series is to teach the beginning principles of grammar, correct
usage, and composition. The kid-friendly layout and interesting
activities encourage students to participate. The series can be
used at home or in the classroom, and it contains an abundance
of useful exercises which give students the opportunity to
consolidate what they have learned.

1

nit

1.

lime

2.

sun

3.

Mr. Perez

4.

owl

5.

ambulance

6.

umbrella

7.

doctor

8.

funny teacher

9.

Italy

10.

woman

6

7

Downloadable Resources:
Exercises

Lesson 1

A Look and write.

Answer
Keys

Tests

B Look and circle.

1

2

3

house / store

mother / father

4

1

2

3

Lesson 1

4

syllabuses

Grammar Tip

5

Gives additional information
about the grammar target.

6

tiger / turtle

bear / bird
7

farm / park

apple / banana

lisa / Lisa

8

shirt / toy

5

boy / girl

6

flower / Flower

Grammar Tip

boy / Boy

jo’s hamburgers /
Jo’s Hamburgers

worm / Worm

7

restaurant /
Restaurant

8

mrs. parks /
Mrs. Parks

farmer / Farmer

C Look and write.

Names are nouns. Names start with a big letter.

Mrs. Smith / woman
Ray / boy
Julia / girl
Mr. Smith / man
Mimi / cat
2

1

boy

Alex

doctor

Noun:

Noun:

woman

Dr. Lee

Name:

Name:

3

Noun:
Name:

Julia

4

Noun:

5

city

dog

Paris, France

Name:

4

5

Exercises

Lesson 2

C Look, write, and match.
cook
nurse

E Read and circle.

egg
orange

farmer
airplane

1

moon
sun

1 The pink eraser

2 The small ball

nurse
4

a

airplane
man

an

ambulance
moon

bird
girl

1

5

elephant
orange

lemon
sun

lime
woman

2

6

the
7

8

A

, an

,

and the

if it is right. Write

2. a banana

3. an car

5. an elephant

6. the purple fruit

7. a grape

,a

,

,a

,

4

if it is wrong.

1. a apple
4. the David

10. a Japan

An
and the

3

24

Lesson 2

F Look and write.

3

8

3 The old shoe

2

D Write

Noun:

Name:

Bingo

8. Helen
11. a kangaroo

Exercises
A variety of practice
exercises are used
throughout the book. They
are interesting, fun, and easy
to understand. Here you
can see that many different
activities appear in Lesson 1
and Lesson 2.

9. a igloo
12. an big lemon

An
and a

,a

,

An
and a

9
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•	Thematically organized vocabulary including common spoken
collocations
•	Listening tasks developed around individual sentences, short
dialogs, and short talks
•	Graded practice materials to support listening skill development
for high-beginning to intermediate learners
•	Conversational dialogs and short talks written in natural English
•	Dictation activities to reinforce listening skills
•	Full transcripts included in student book

it
Un

Target words or
collocations for
learners to listen for
throughout the unit

TTRR

004
004

1.
1. (A)
(A) Tina
Tina

(B)
(B) Tom
Tom

2.
2. (A)
(A) Jackie
Jackie

(B)
(B) Jack
Jack

3.
3. (A)
(A) Grandparents
Grandparents

(B)
(B) Parents
Parents

(B)
(B) Brother
Brother

KK
AACC

TTRR

LISTEN FOR IT

005
005

Listen and check who the speaker is talking about.
(B)
(B) Her
Her father
father

2.
2. (A)
(A) His
His sister
sister

(B)
(B) His
His brother
brother

3.
3. (A)
(A) Her
Her mother
mother

(B)
(B) Her
Her grandmother
grandmother

4.
4. (A)
(A) His
His son
son

002
002

brother
brother
daughter
daughter

(B)
(B) His
His daughter
daughter

5.
5. (A)
(A) His
His children
children

Listen for these words and phrases.
parent
parent
years
years old
old

1.
1. (A)
(A) Her
Her mother
mother

sister
sister
son
son

grandparent
grandparent
close
close to
to

apart
apart
children
children

(B)
(B) His
His parents
parents

KK
AACC

TRUE OR FALSE

TTRR

KEY WORDS

KK
AACC

006
006

Listen and write T for true or F for false.
KK
AACC

KEY EXPRESSIONS

003
003

1.
1.

(A)
(A) Susan
Susan is
is 13
13 years
years old.
old.
(B)
(B) Susan
Susan has
has five
five sisters.
sisters.

2.
2.

(A)
(A) Tommy
Tommy has
has aa big
big family.
family.

Listen and match each question with its correct answer.
1.
1. How
How old
old is
is your
your sister?
sister?

6

••

•• (A)
(A) No,
No, itit isn’t.
isn’t.

2.
2. Do
Do you
you live
live with
with your
your grandmother?
grandmother? ••

•• (B)
(B) II don’t
don’t have
have any
any brothers.
brothers.

3.
3. Are
Are you
you the
the youngest
youngest in
in your
your family?
family? ••

•• (C)
(C) Yes,
Yes, we
we do.
do.

4.
4. How
How many
many brothers
brothers do
do you
you have?
have?

••

•• (D)
(D) She
She is
is 10
10 years
years old.
old.

5.
5. Is
Is your
your school
school close
close to
to your
your home?
home?

••

•• (E)
(E) Yes,
Yes, II am.
am.

(B)
(B) Tommy
Tommy wants
wants aa new
new bicycle.
bicycle.
3.
3.

(A)
(A) Harry
Harry and
and Jane
Jane have
have three
three children.
children.
(B)
(B) Becky
Becky has
has two
two brothers.
brothers.

7

Unit
Unit 1:
1: Family
Family

UUn
nitit

11

CCKK
AA

1.1. Who
Whoisisthe
thewoman
womanspeaking
speakingto?
to?

One dialog and
one short talk to
check listening
comprehension of
factual and implied
information.

(B)
(B) Her
Herhusband
husband
(D)
(D) Andrew
Andrew

2.2. How
Howold
oldisisAndrew?
Andrew?
(A)
(A) One
Onemonth
monthold
old
(C)
(C) One
Oneyear
yearold
old

008
008

Listenand
andfill
fillin
inthe
theblanks.
blanks.
A
A Listen

Listen
Listenand
andchoose
choosethe
thecorrect
correctanswer.
answer.
(A)
(A) Her
Herfather
father
(C)
(C) Her
Herson
son

CCKK
AA

DICTATION
DICTATION 11

007
007

TR
TR

LISTENING
LISTENING PRACTICE
PRACTICE

(B)
(B) Eight
Eightmonths
monthsold
old
(D)
(D) Nine
Nineyears
yearsold
old

3.3. Why
Whyisisthe
theman
mansurprised?
surprised?
(A)
(A) It’s
It’sthe
thewoman’s
woman’sbirthday
birthdayon
onFriday.
Friday.
(B)
(B) The
Thewoman
womanbought
boughthim
himaabirthday
birthdaypresent.
present.
(C)
(C) The
Thewoman
womandidn’t
didn’tinvite
invitehim
himto
toaaparty
partyin
inMarch.
March.
(D)
(D) The
Thewoman
womanand
andher
hersister
sisterhave
havebirthdays
birthdaysin
inthe
thesame
samemonth.
month.

1.1. She’s
She’svery
very
my
my

. .She
She

3.3. She’s
She’saa

person.
person.She
Sheand
andmy
my

5.5. They
Theyare
arethe
the
love
lovebeing
being

have
havebeen
beenmarried
marriedfor
forover
over

. .Kelly
Kellyisis

important
important
. .We
Wecan’t
can’twait
waitto
tobe
be

morning,
morning,

M
M Do
Doyou
you

(B)
(B) Ken’s
Ken’sson
son
(D)
(D) Tim
Timand
andKen’s
Ken’sfather
father

(A)
(A) 00
(C)
(C) 22

(B)
(B) 11
(D)
(D) 33

and
andII

..

??
months
months

..

another
another

??

W
W No!
No!Do
Doyou
you

(A)
(A) Sharon’s
Sharon’swife
wife
(C)
(C) Tim’s
Tim’sbrother
brother

in
inmy
mylife.
life.My
My
someday.
someday.

, ,Paul.
Paul.
old
oldisis

W
W Andrew
Andrewisisnow
now

6.6. How
Howmany
manychildren
childrenare
arethere
therein
inBill’s
Bill’sfamily?
family?

and
andhardworking.
hardworking.

someday.
someday.

Listenand
andfill
fillin
inthe
theblanks.
blanks.
BB Listen

M
M Mom,
Mom,

(D)
(D) Eight
Eightdays
daysyounger
youngerthan
thanthe
thewoman
woman

me
mewith
with

M
M

or
orsister?
sister?

really.
really.

Listenand
andfill
fillin
inthe
theblanks.
blanks.
CC Listen
Hello.
Hello.

to
tomeet
meet

Sharon.
Sharon.

all.
all.IIam
amBill
BillReed,
Reed,

have
havetwo
two
, ,and
and

. .Our
Our

this
thisisismy
my

Word Lists

,,

, ,Tim,
Tim,isis

baby,
baby,Ken,
Ken,isisjust
justsix
six

. .We
We

to
tohave
haveaa

99

Unit
Unit1:1:Family
Family

1

it
Un
KK
AACC

Dialogs and short
talks to assess
learners’ listening
comprehension skills
up to their present
point of study

M
M
(B)
(B) Ryan
Ryan
(D)
(D) Her
Her sister
sister

.. I’m
I’m Steve.
Steve. Are
Are

(B)
(B) They
They are
are best
best friends.
friends.
(D)
(D) He
He is
is her
her boyfriend.
boyfriend.

Laura
Laura Ryan.
Ryan.
to
to meet
meet

Reproduces the
dialogs and talks from
the Listening Test
pages to give learners
repeated listening
practice of the unit’s
material

,, Laura.
Laura.

W
W

meet
meet you,
you,

M
M

Beth
Beth Ryan’s
Ryan’s

..
??

W
W Yes.
Yes. Do
Do
M
M

3.
3. How
How old
old is
is Randy?
Randy?

Laura?
Laura?

W
W Yes.
Yes. My
My
M
M

2.
2. How
How does
does Steve
Steve know
know Beth?
Beth?
(A)
(A) He
He is
is her
her brother.
brother.
(C)
(C) They
They go
go to
to the
the same
same school.
school.

Dictation 2

010
010

A Listen and fill in the blanks.

Listen and choose the correct answer.
(A)
(A) Steve
Steve
(C)
(C) Beth
Beth

KK
AACC

DICTATION 2

009
009

TTRR

TTRR

LISTENING TEST

??
.. We
We go
go to
to the
the

school.
school.

(A)
(A) 66
(B)
(B) 15
15

B Listen and fill in the blanks.

(C)
(C) 16
16
(D)
(D) 60
60

,, everybody.
everybody. Let
Let me
me
16
16

4.
4. Where
Where do
do Randy’s
Randy’s grandparents
grandparents live?
live?

myself.
myself. My
My name’s
name’s

.. There
There

one
one

(A)
(A) With
With Randy
Randy
(B)
(B) In
In aa different
different town
town

,,

I’m
I’m

in
in my
my family—my
family—my

,, two
two

,, and
and me.
me. We
We live
live

also
also

,, but
but they
they

parents,
parents,

Glendale.
Glendale. My
My
across
across

..

(C)
(C) With
With their
their parents
parents
(D)
(D) In
In Glendale
Glendale

C Listen and fill in the blanks.
W
W How
How

5.
5. Who
Who is
is Benny
Benny speaking
speaking to?
to?
(A)
(A) His
His sister
sister
(C)
(C) His
His best
best friend
friend

(B)
(B) His
His father
father
(D)
(D) ItIt doesn’t
doesn’t say.
say.

(A)
(A) 00
(C)
(C) 22

Unit 1:
1: Family
Family
10 Unit

M
M

are
are in
in your
your
are
are my
my

W
W Wow!
Wow! Don’t
Don’t
M
M I’m
I’m

6.
6. How
How many
many brothers
brothers does
does Benny
Benny have?
have?

26

Reproduces the
sentences, dialogs,
and talks from the
Listening Practice and
Listen for It activities to
give learners repeated
listening practice of
the unit’s material

soon.
soon.

88

1.
1. Who
Who does
does Laura
Laura meet?
meet?

Answer
Keys

Dictation 1

my
my
. .She’s
She’s
each
eachother.
other.

..
4.4. My
My
and
andIIhave
haveonly
only
He’ll
He’llmake
makeaa

W
W Good
Good

(A)
(A) The
Thesame
sameage
ageas
asthe
theman
man
(B)
(B) The
Thesame
sameage
ageas
asthe
thewoman
woman
(C)
(C) One
Oneyear
yearyounger
youngerthan
thanthe
thewoman
woman

and
andalways
always

..

2.2. IIdon’t
don’thave
haveany
any
, ,so
soI’m
I’mvery
very
than
thanme,
me,but
butour
our
are
are

M
M
4.4. How
Howold
oldisisthe
thewoman’s
woman’ssister?
sister?

5.5. Who
WhoisisBill?
Bill?

Listening Test
MP3 Files

Warm-Up, Listen
for It, & True or False
Warm-up and
Listen for It focus
on listening at the
sentence-level, while
True or False focuses
on short conversations
and comprehension
in preparation for the
longer listening texts
found on later pages.

(B)
(B) Mr.
Mr. Reese
Reese

5.
5. (A)
(A) Sister
Sister

Downloadable Resources:

www.seed-learning.com/ILT

1

KK
AACC

WARM-UP

Listen and check who the speaker wants to talk to.

4.
4. (A)
(A) Mr.
Mr. Leese
Leese

Listening Practice

Features

1 Family

TTRR

Intensive Listening Training is a two-book series designed to
develop the aural comprehension skills of English language
learners. Each unit focuses on real-life themes and introduces
typical English speech routines. Listening tasks in each unit
range from testing discrete listening items to checking general
comprehension of short dialogs and talks, to completing
dictation pages. Each level in the Intensive Listening Training
series includes more than 120 minutes of audio input for
learners to use for practice as they hone their English aural
skills.

Key Words
& Key Expressions

TTRR

Level: High-Beginner to Intermediate

Student Book

TR
TR

INTENSIVE
LISTENING
TRAINING

LISTENING

Un
it

LISTENING

(B)
(B) 11
(D)
(D) 44

..
??

not.
not. I’m
I’m the
the only
only

W
W Are
Are you
you very
very
M
M II guess
guess I’m
I’m

,, Benny?
Benny?

and
and my
my
have
have any
any
..
any
any of
of
to
to my
my

??
..

11
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SPEAKING

SPEAKING FOR
SPEECHES
Level: high-beginning to Intermediate
Speaking for Speeches: Skills for Presentations is an interactive,
accessible three-level series specifically designed to develop
the public speaking skills of English language learners at the
high-beginning to intermediate level. Students will build
the essential confidence they need as a speaker through
creating their own interesting and fun presentations. This
series will prepare students for any kind of speaking from
casual descriptions of personal experiences to more formal,
research-based presentations. Central to each lesson is an
original presentation organized, written, and delivered by
a student presenter. With its modern approach, the series
helps students acquire practical speech communication
skills in a positive, structured environment that they can use
throughout their lives.

Features

www.seed-learning.com/SFS
Free Online Program
		

(See pp.36~37)

•	Wide variety of speech topics ranging from informative to
entertaining personal stories
•	Well-ordered exercises and activities allowing speakers to organize
their ideas and prepare their presentations
• Abundant sample speeches and presentation ideas
•	Guided speech patterns with consistent and useful sentence
structures
•	Repeated recycling of high-frequency vocabulary
•	QR code links to original presentations given by talented student
presenters
Downloadable Resources:

MP3 Files

Answer
Keys

Videos

PPT

Links Presentations

SPEAKING
Student Book
Listen

Pair Work

Uses different interactive activities to provide key
vocabulary/terms and sentence structures while
preparing students for the unit topic. This opening
page also gets students to begin thinking about what
they will say in their own presentations.

Presents quick speaking activities featuring key
language to get students comfortable speaking in
pairs before giving their presentations in front of
the whole class. This section also includes a useful
tip to help students with their presentations.

Me

it
Un

1

Unit

1

Pair Work
Listen

C Ask and answer the questions.

A Scan, listen, and write the correct letter. Not all choices will be used.
a. dance
d. play soccer

b. listen to music
e. read

1.

What country were you born in?
Track 2

• Were you born in a city or town?
• How old are you?
• What grade are you in?
• What’s your favorite thing to do after school?

c. meet friends
f. study

2.

3.
I was born in the United States.
• I was born in a town.
• I’m eleven years old.
• I’m in fifth grade.
• My favorite thing to do after school is watch TV.

e
g. nap
j. play computer games

h. spend time with Dad
k. relax

4.

5.

i. watch movies
l. watch TV
6.

Tip

Using In
We use in to tell where we were born. We also use in to tell our grade.
I was born in France. I was born in a big city. I’m in sixth grade.

D Circle and say. Then write and say your own ideas.

B Listen and complete the sentences.
school

relax

thing

dance

thing

1. My favorite
2. My

Track 3

favorite

nap

swim
.
.

school is

.

is

.

4. My favorite thing to do after

2. My name is Anna. I was born
in a town (at / in / on) Mexico.
I’m thirteen years old, and I’m in
seventh grade. My favorite thing to
do after school is listen to music.

3. My name is Emily. I was born (in
/ on / at) a big city in France. I’m
fifteen years old, (but / and / or)
I’m in ninth grade. My favorite
thing to do after school is relax.

4. My name is
. I was
born in
.
I’m
years old, and
I’m in
grade. My
favorite thing to do after school is
.

after

to do after school is
thing to do after school is

3. My favorite thing to do

1. My name is Joey. I was (born /
live / am) in a big town in China.
I’m ten years old, and I’m in fourth
grade. My favorite thing to do
after school is read.

6

Unit 1 • 7

Presentation
Students watch a
model presentation
given by a real student
in a classroom. This
allows students to
learn from a peer
and feel confident
when giving their
own presentations.
First, students watch
and listen for key
words. After that,
they complete the
note-taking activity
which provides a
framework for their
own presentations.

Unit

Presentation
E Watch the presentation. Listen for the key phrases.

Provides a brainstorming
activity for students to
produce their own ideas.
Next, a guided framework
allows students to
consolidate those ideas
into a speech featuring an
introduction, body, and
conclusion.

G Think about introducing yourself. Who are you?

Track 4

Me
Make sure you describe what you like to do after school. Ideas:
play soccer
watch TV

Key Phrases

• was born
• grade
• favorite thing to do

relax swim
watch movies

listen to music nap
spend time with Dad

dance
read
study
play computer games

H Write your own presentation. See page 75 for more ideas.

• years old
• also like

Me
Introduction
• Hi! My name is . . .
• Today I’m going to . . .

F Watch again and complete the notes.
Hi! My 
myself.

name

is Paul. Today I’m going to tell you a little bit about

I was born in a small 
in Florida. You can see it in these
pictures. We moved here to New York two years ago.
I’m twelve 

old, and I’m in 

My favorite thing to do after 
time.
I also like 


grade.
is play soccer. I play it all the

. I really want one. But we can’t have any
in our apartment building.

Now you know a few things about me. 

Writing

1

Brainstorm

Body
• I was born . . .
• I’m . . . years old, and
I’m in . . . grade.
• My favorite thing to
do after school is . . .
• I also like . . .

Conclusion
• Now you know a
few things about . . .
• Thanks for letting . . .

for letting me share.

I Practice. Then give your presentation in front of the class.
8

Unit 1 • 9

Present
At the end of the unit, students will be ready
to make their own visuals and give their
presentations in front of their peers.

Video QR Codes
The QR codes provide a way for students to watch actual videos of ESL
student performers. Students can observe the verbal and non-verbal
cues given by the presenters.

B
 ook 1 features a teacher evaluation after each video.

28
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TEST PREP

TOEIC® SKILLS
SERIES

TEST PREP
BUILDING TOEIC® SKILLS SAMPLE UNIT

The Seed Learning TOEIC® series is a three-level series designed
for students who wish to improve their test-taking skills. The
three levels are as follows:
• Building TOEIC® Skills: test score of 450-550
• Developing TOEIC® Skills: test score of 650-750
• Mastering TOEIC® Skills: test score of 850-990
Every unit in each book provides information and strategies for question
types commonly found on the TOEIC®. The book reflects recent
changes to the format of the TOEIC®.

Features

[ Vocabulary ]

[ Grammar Focus ]

Each unit starts with a picture dictionary with images and words for
students to match. In Words in Context, students see target words with
a definition and sample sentence. In Practice, students check their
comprehension and ability to use the new words correctly.

Students are provided with useful information
about the featured grammar point. They
then check their understanding by doing the
practice activities.

[ Listening Strategy ]

[ Reading Strategy ]

This section provides practical tips for approaching listening questions.
Information and examples are followed by a practice page. Students
apply what they have learned as they complete the practice activities.

Information and examples for reading
questions are provided. Students apply what
they have learned to the practice activities.

Each unit in the Seed Learning TOEIC® series targets the areas of
study essential for success in the TOEIC®. All seven parts of the test
are featured in every unit.
•	Vocabulary: Theme-based unit words, phrases, and idioms
•	Grammar: Information and practice activities for level-appropriate
grammatical structures commonly seen on the TOEIC®
www.seed-learning.com/TOEIC

•	Listening: Helpful tips and strategies for listening questions with
related practice activities
•	Reading: Useful tips and strategies for approaching reading
questions
•	7-Part Mini-Test: TOEIC® style practice questions for each of the
seven sections of the TOEIC® Listening and Reading Test
A full-length TOEIC style test at the end of each book provides
students with the opportunity to practice taking the test under
test conditions, while applying the knowledge they have gained by
working through each book.

Components
 Student Books with MP3 CD
- Building TOEIC® Skills
- Developing TOEIC® Skills
- Mastering TOEIC® Skills
Downloadable Resources:

MP3 Files
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Full
Answer
Keys

PPT

[ Mini-Test ]

Word Lists

All seven sections of the TOEIC® are represented in a short test which consists of TOEIC® style questions. Detailed
answer keys with explanations for each mini-test are available for download, in addition to a basic answer key provided
at the back of the book.
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TEST PREP

DELTA’S KEY TO THE
TOEFL iBT®

PassOBT®

www.passobt.com

TEST PREP

What is PassOBT®?

Delta’s Key to the TOEFL iBT®: Seven Practice Tests, Revised Edition
will give students plenty of practice as they prepare for the
Internet–based TOEFL iBT®. This new book/audio package contains
a concise introduction to the TOEFL® and the various question
types, along with SEVEN full–length tests, one of which has not
been published before.

PassOBT® is the total solution for your program’s online-based testing needs developed by Seed
Learning. All content available through the PassOBT® system is written and reviewed by qualified
test writers and teachers. Designed to model actual tests offered by services like ETS® and the
British Council, the PassOBT® system can be used to prepare students for TOEFL®, TOEIC®, and
IELTS®. Schools can also choose to set up special level tests and achievement tests with the Pass
OBT® system delivered through customized websites individualized for their programs.

Seven Practice Tests can be used in a number of ways:

Why choose PassOBT®?

•	As practice for taking the TOEFL iBT®
•	As a companion to Delta’s Key to the TOEFL iBT®: Advanced Skill
Practice
•	As the primary or secondary text in a TOEFL® preparation course
• As a resource for independent study or laboratory

Features
•	Description of the TOEFL iBT® form and content
•	Sample questions in the four skill areas of reading, listening,
speaking, and writing
•	Seven full–length practice tests
• Nearly 700 questions in TOEFL® format
•	Complete answer key and audio script
• Charts to record test scores and monitor progress
• Seven hours of audio in mp3 format

Features include:
• A secure and stable system
• Convenient access anytime, anywhere
•	Complete online delivery--no extra program
downloads or plug-ins required
•	A compatible interface for all standard Internet browsers
•	A backup safeguard to protect answer data against unforeseen test interruptions or mid-test crashes
Test-taker benefits include:
• Materials that model actual ETS® tests
• Familiarity with test format and question types
• Access to high-quality sample answers
•	Detailed result reports that highlight the specific areas to target for improvement in both speaking and
writing
•	Practice for all test sections constrained to time limits set for the actual TOEFL® test
•	Informative academic content which adds to real-world knowledge

Which tests are available?
More than 30 mini TOEFL® practice tests
 about half the length of an actual TOEFL® test
 written to simulate the actual level of the current online TOEFL® test

More than 15 full TOEFL® practice tests
 the full length of a TOEFL® test
 written to simulate the actual level of the current online TOEFL® test

Alternative tests such as TOEIC® or IELTS® practice tests available upon request
For more information, contact Seed Learning Test Support at
Service@PassOBT.com or call +82-70-7522-7404.
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1200 KEY ENGLISH
WORDS

VOCABULARY

VOCABULARY

Student Book
New Vocabulary

Level: Beginning
1200 Key English Words is a three-book series designed to provide
learners with an essential foundation of high-frequency English
words. Meticulous research led to the selection of the 1,200
words chosen for this series, and the words constitute essential
vocabulary for any English speaker. Each unit introduces 20
new words, and each word features a pictorial representation,
pronunciation guide, collocation, and sample sentence. 1200
Key English Words will prepare students to read, understand,
and write effectively while enriching and expanding their
vocabulary.

Features
•	Useful photographs and sample sentences that illustrate each
target word
• A wide variety of exercises that make learning fun and interesting
•	Correct pronunciation of target words indicated with phonetic
symbols
• Common sentence patterns
• Special thematic units

There are two New
Vocabulary sections
per unit. Each section
features ten words. For
each word, students
see an interesting
photograph and read
a sample sentence
to go along with that
photograph. There is
also an additional
collocation provided
for each word. This
additional lexical
information is useful
for memory retention
and fluency. These
pages also provide
parts of speech and
pronunciation guides
which give students all
the tools they need for
success.

Practice
Unit 1

Practice

New Words

A

Learn the words.
1


ball n.



go v.

They have three balls.
a red ball

[bɔl]
2

jump v.



play v.





read v.



see v.

ship n.



8


sleep v.

The girl is sleeping.
sleep well

Tests

The cat is sleeping.

Complete the sentences.
reads

toy n.



goes

1. We

He plays with his toys.
a toy car

[tɔɪ]

play

toys

10

want v.



.

3. The girl

a book.

4. They

He wants the cookies.
a pen
want

[wɑnt]

jump

with a ball.

up and down.

5. The boy

in a car with his dad.

2

3

Practice

New Words

A

Learn the words.
11


fly v.



get v.



learn



meet v.

She gets a box.
get an A

[ɡɛt]
13

v.

[lərn]
14

•

• b. a pencil.

•

• c. in the car.

4. She is using

•

• d. the girl.

B

Complete the sentences. Find and check  the secret word.
get

15

name n.

• a. with her mom.

2. The boy meets
3. She is walking

They are learning.
learn English

He is meeting the boy.
nice to meet you

[mit]

Unit 1

name

learning



[neɪm]

say v.

She says, “Hi!”
say a word

[seɪ]

says

, “Hi, Mom!”

2. We

a pizza.

3. Katie is

17


sit v.

She sits with her dad.
sit down

[ʃɪp]

to fly.

4. What is your

?

5. I

18


stand

v.

He is standing.
up

[stænd]

stand



use n.

He is using a pencil.
use up



walk v.

19

[yuz]

read

His name is Ben.
name
first

1. Sam

16

a book.
The secret word:

They are all walking.
walk fast

44

55

Syllabuses

Activities
A

read

Forthcoming!

2

3

4

Pa
Pa u l N
P
ation aul Nation
Paul Nation ul Nation

sleep

learn

fly

see

go

say

1

want

name

ball

9000KE9000KE9000KE9000

KEY ENGLISH Y ENGLISHY ENGLISHY ENGLISH
WORDS WORDS WORDS WORDS

1

2

3

4

say

meets

Her name is Lisa. His
Lisa

Here students practice
all 20 vocabulary words
together. Students
solidify their new
knowledge by actively
practicing the new
words.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

ship
Her

B

2. We go on a
a. ship

Pa
Pa u l N
P
ation aul Nation
Paul Nation ul Nation

up and down.
b. jumps
.
b. ball

.

flying

name

sees

.

She

Circle the correct answers.

, “Hi.”

to play. They can play with

is Mary. She goes on

a

1. The dog
a. sees

is Paul.

Paul. They

a

2

6
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want

Complete the sentences.

They

KEY ENGLISH Y ENGLISHY ENGLISHY ENGLISH
WORDS WORDS WORDS WORDS

1

Unit 1

C

Write the words under the pictures.

Vocabulary Activities

4500KE4500KE4500KE4500

Each Practice section
focuses on the 10 New
Vocabulary words from
the previous page. The
activities featured on
these pages have a
variety of fun exercises.
Through the use of
photographs and
sentences students see
the words in multiple
contexts. This helps
students broaden their
understanding of each
word and makes it easier
for them to use the new
words themselves.

Match the sentence parts. Then number the pictures (1-4).

1. The boy is sitting •

The bird is flying.
high
fly

[flaɪ]
12

[wɔk]

Answer
Keys

B

The ship is blue.
a ship
on

2. They play with their

9

20

MP3 Files

The cat plays with a toy.

We play with a ball.

[ʃɪp]

[slip]



Downloadable Resources:

We see a dog.

I see a boy.
See you again.

[si]
7

He reads a book.
4

We read our books.
read a book

[rid]
6

He wants a book.

He plays with a ship.
3

They play a game.
play with a ball

[pleɪ]
5

He goes on a ship.

The dog is jumping.
up and down
jump

[ʤʌmp]
4

2

I go with my mom.
go home

[goʊ]
3

Unit 1

Check  the correct sentences.

1

birds. They are
.

c. meets

c. name

D

c. stands

2. She is not standing.

T

F

3. She has a toy.

T

F

Circle T for true or F for false.

1. She is sitting.

3. She
a. wants

on her feet.
b. says

4. He
a. walks

a pen.
b. uses

c. flies

5. We
a. sit

with toys.
b. get

c. play

4. He is reading a book.

T

T

F

F

5. He is playing.

T

F

6. He is jumping.

T

F

7
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Learn English with the World’s Best Videos!
Used by more than 2 million subscribers from
over 120 countries worldwide.
QR codes provided on Seed Learning books
1. S can the QR code.

2. Type your email
address. Tap
“Continue with
email.”

3a. I f you already have
an EnglishCentral
account, enter
your password.

3b. I f you don’t have
an EnglishCentral
account, add your
name, email, and
password. Tap
“Register now.”

4. You now have the
textbook course in
your account. Tap
“Start.”

5. I nstall the
EnglishCentral app.

6. Tap “Sign in.” Sign
in with the email
address that you
used in #2.

7. You will see your
textbook course
when you log in.
Complete all the
units to finish the
course.

EnglishCentral is the leading provider of
online English conversation solutions.
The EnglishCentral platform combines the
web’s best English videos, the proprietary
IntelliSpeechSM assessment technology,
an adaptive vocabulary learning system,
and live tutors, delivered seamlessly over
the web and on mobile devices.
Many Seed Learning books provide QR
Codes on the back covers linking them to
the EnglishCentral app.
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Seed Learning Inc.
7212 Canary Ln. Sachse, TX 75048, USA
Tel: +1-972-941-8262 Fax: +1-866-204-1867

www.seed-learning.com
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Easy Fun Facts 1~ 3
Fun Facts 1~ 3
Timed Reading for Fluency 1~ 4
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Developing TOEIC® Skills
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Pass OBT®

6
4

World History Readers 1~60
Future Jobs Readers 1~20

READERS

1

3
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1200 Key English Words 1~ 3
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Happy Grammar 1~ 4

GRAMMAR

Speaking for Speeches 1~ 3

SPEAKING

Intensive Listening Training 1~ 2

2

3

Fun Reading 1~ 3

LISTENING

3

Easy Fun Reading 1~ 3

READING

Top Kids 1~ 6

1

1

Top Phonics 6 (Review of All Sounds)

6

1, 2

5

Top Phonics 1~ 5

CO U R S E B O O K S

200

1

1

3

1

2

6

4

500

1

5

2

A1 Mid

Novice High
A1 Low

1

3

2

2

2

3

750

2

1

3

3

3

2

4

1000

3

A2 Low

Intermediate Low
A1 High

3

4

5

1

1500

1

A2 Mid

20

6

2000

2

A2 High

Intermediate Mid

Middle East Partner,
Egypt

Vocabulary Level
PHONICS

Level

2

1

2250

B1 Low

60

3

2500

3

B1 Mid

Intermediate High

4

1

2

2750

B1 High

3000

B2 Low

Advanced Low

1

Seed Learning
Seoul, South Korea

CEFR Level

1

3500

B2 Mid

2

4000

B2 High

Advanced Mid

Seed Learning
Tokyo, Japan

ACTFL Level

Seed Learning
Sachse, Texas, USA

Seed Learning Level Chart

1

4500

C1 Low

3

1

5000

C1 Mid

Advanced High

Seed Learning Global Network
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New titles for 2018
A must-read series for young learners!

WORLD HISTORY
READERS

60 Titles
(10 titles/level)

Series Editor

Rob Waring

Seed Learning’s World History Readers is a
new nonfiction series from world history.
There are stories about Cleopatra,
Alexander the Great, Leonardo da
Vinci, Genghis Khan, the French
Revolution, the Birth of the USA,
and much more. These are exciting
stories about historical people and
events which shaped our world
then, and still do today.

Timed Reading
for Fluency
Paul Nation • Casey Malarcher

Timed Reading for Fluency is Seed Learning’s new series for students
who want to develop their reading fluency. Because fluency
development requires students to make the best use of what they
already know, the reading passages in this series target familiar
vocabulary and grammar. Such reading material allows students to
practice recognizing and processing texts that they read without
undue struggle while aiming toward a faster reading speed. This
series of books uses timed readings of standard lengths so that
students can track their progress throughout the course.

Seed Learning Inc.
7212 Canary Lane, Sachse, TX 75048, USA
Email: cmalarcher@gmail.com

www.seed-learning.com

